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As a receptive skill, listening is very influential for students' language 
development. Unfortunately, it often becomes the most challenging 
skill in learning a foreign language for students. One of the obstacles 
experienced by students of the English Study Program of STAIN 
Majene is the speed of spoken native language. This research aims to 
advance students' listening comprehension by using Audio Speed 
Changer (ASC). This research applied classroom action research of 
Kammis and Taggart model. It used four phases, namely planning, 
implementation, observation, and reflection. There were three 
instruments used in this research, namely listening test, observation 
sheet, and interview. The test was used to measure students' 
achievement. An observation sheet was used to identify speed 
development. An interview was used to gain information about 
students' responses to ASC application. There were two cycles in this 
research. The success of a cycle was determined by using two criteria 
as follow: (1) students' mean score had to be higher than 75 points in 
the last phase of a cycle; (2) there should be at least 80% of students 
who got at least 75 points for their final scores. This research found 
that students' scores dominated the poor category in the first cycle, but 
it reduced 35.32 points of its percentage in the second cycle. Students' 
scores in the second cycle dominated enough categories. ASC 
application was able to overcome one of the students' problems in 
listening comprehension.   

1. Introduction 
Listening is a language skill that is developed firstly by humans (Renukadevi, 

2014). Before a newborn baby learns to speak and read, he first listens to the sounds or 
voices around him to internalize the linguistic input (Cahyono, BY and Widiati, 2009). 
In communication, listening skill is crucial. It is the ability to receive and interpret 
messages from a speaker accurately. Listening is classified as a receptive skill because 
people receive input like sounds through their sense of hearing. A good listening skill 
leads to effective communication. Misunderstanding between two people may happen 
if one does not have the effective listening ability (Maisarah, 2016).  

Hearing and listening are different. Hearing is an action of perceiving sounds 
with ears, while listening is an act of paying attention to what people hear (Hornby, 
1995). Hearing refers to physical ability. It is effortless. Every sound goes to the ears; 
then, it is received passively in the brain. 

In contrast, listening refers to a mental skill. It requires a thought process. 
Listening happens when people want to catch the meaning of the sounds they hear. 
They process the delivered message by interpreting it in their brain. In a listening 
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activity, of course, there is a hearing activity, but in a hearing activity, there is not 
necessarily a listening activity. Thus, to create effective communication, people need 
listening skills, not hearing skills.  

Listening mainly contributes to language acquisition and language learning. 
The sounds, intonations, rhythm, and stress of the language can only be adjusted 
through listening. Listening to a target language has the power to improve learners' 
language ability (Renukadevi, 2014). When learners can distinguish the sound of each 
word, they can identify what words are spoken. For example, learners can differentiate 
between sounds of the word 'sing' and 'thing'. If a learner is confused by a sound that 
he listens, he usually clarifies it. In the process of clarification, the learner may acquire 
a new vocabulary. This case shows that listening has an impact on students' 
vocabulary enrichment. Listening enables learners to understand the spoken words.   

A good listening skill also affects students' speaking ability. Listening and 
speaking cannot be separated. Speaking is a product of imitating what is heard or 
listened. Biology experts and educators agree that speaking follows listening and 
listening follows hearing  (Gallagher, 2015). It means that to guarantee learners' 
speaking ability, their listening ability has to be guaranteed first. In research, It was 
found that English Department students made several mistakes in pronouncing 
consonant sounds (Anggraini, N and Istiqomah, 2019). It happened because students 
only pronounced the words that they heard or listened to around them. The teachers 
need to produce the correct pronunciation in the classroom to get the right input from 
their ears. The correct input from listening will influence the right learners' speech 
production. 

Teaching a listening skill in the classroom is pivotal to develop learners' 
language proficiency. Rost emphasizes its reasons: firstly, to begin learning, learners 
need to understand the correct input. Secondly, understanding the target language 
requires authentic spoken language. Only through listening can EFL learners get 
acquainted with the authentic target language. Thirdly, listening exercises are required 
to draw learners' attention to advanced forms such as grammar, vocabulary, and 
interaction patterns (Rost, 1991). Listening skill is a primary skill for learners to learn 
a new language. It shapes output and makes advancement in verbal language 
proficiency. 

Nevertheless, in EFL context, listening skill is often underestimated since it is 
assumed that people learn listening automatically. People do not need extra efforts to 
learn, like speaking (Ulum, 2015). Based on an interview session with three English 
teachers in MTs YMPI Rappang a few months ago, all of them said that the learning 
portion of speaking, reading, and writing is often more than listening in the classroom. 
In many course books, listening also is not significant. According to Abu-Snoubar 
there are two reasons why listening skills is lacking attention in the classroom. Firstly, 
several English teachers deeply believe that teaching another receptive skill, reading, 
can replace listening. They consider that reading is also an input skill. Secondly, 
teachers encounter some challenges in teaching and testing listening skills. It demands 
small classes and special equipment like speakers, audio players, even listening 
laboratories (Abu-Snoubar, 2017). Those reasons drive listening inaccessible in EFL 
classrooms.  
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In addition, Listening skill is not easy for EFL learners. In other words, EFL 
learners work hard to learn a listening skill (Amal, 2019). Listening to a native 
language and a foreign language has different challenges. Listening to a native 
language is flowing because everyone can listen to original spoken words in their 
daily activities. In contrast, listening to a foreign language is demanding. EFL 
learners only listen to authentic materials in certain situations, such as learning in 
the classroom, watching a movie and listening to English songs or speeches. They 
need repetition and habituation for perfection. Therefore, to learn the listening skill 
of a foreign language, there are several steps that students need to follow, starting 
from the easiest step.    

In teaching and learning listening, Wolvin and Carolyn mention that there 
are five steps of listening. The first is discriminative listening. It is the fundamental 
step. Learners learn how to distinguish sounds in order to understand their 
meaning. Here, language learners try to discern between the phonemes of the target 
language. The second is comprehensive listening. In this step, language learners 
attempt to gain information and understand what is spoken. The third is 
appreciative listening. When learners can comprehend the main idea of spoken 
words, they then enjoy what they listen to like this step. The fourth is Empathetic 
listening. In this step, learners can get in touch with the speaker's expression. The 
last is critical listening. It is beyond understanding the meaning. In this step, 
learners can evaluate or judge what the speaker expresses. It is categorized as the 
most complex listening form (Wolvin and Carolyn, 1982). Learners learn those steps 
in order based on the level of difficulty. 

As stated in the syllabus of the listening course for English Education 
Program students in STAN Majene, the listening subject consists of three levels. In 
the first level of the listening course, the materials are concerned with 
discriminative and comprehensive listening. Students are trained to discriminate 
sounds on the recording. Understanding spoken words of other languages, 
students must be able to identify the differences in the sounds. In addition, they are 
also trained to identify the main idea and investigate both stated and unstated 
detail information spoken on the recording. Before they move to the next level, they 
have to master those materials. Listening comprehension ability is required to 
master in order that students can join the upcoming level. The fact, many students 
had difficulties following the subject. 

According to Bingol et al. l, new language learners have several difficulties in 
listening comprehension: the first is the quality of recorded materials. The low quality 
of audio materials and sound system disturb students' concentration, inhibiting 
learners' comprehension in listening. The second is cultural differences. Cultural 
knowledge of the language has a meaningful impact on learners' understanding. 
Learners should get acquainted with it. Listening material should not be different in a 
culture so that learners have prior knowledge to be associated with what they listened 
to. The third is the accent. The different accent from what learners usually listen (their 
teachers' accent) can cause significant problems in listening comprehension. The 
fourth is unfamiliar vocabulary. Learners are more interested and motivated when 
they know the meaning of the words. It gives a positive contribution to their listening 
comprehension ability. The last is length and speed of listening (Bingol et al., 2014). 
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Listening to passages became difficult because of their speed (Underwood, 1989). 
When audio players run too fast for students, they may have serious barriers to 
understanding what the speaker said {Formatting Citation}. Nevertheless, every class 
faces different reasons for difficulties. 

Based on his observation in his research, Putra classified listening 
comprehension problems into two. The first was the problems from students as 
listeners. Students had difficulty comprehending the English spoken words because 
they found unfamiliar words, phrases, or intonation patterns; they could not 
differentiate sentence patterns and discourse markers, and they could not follow 
native speakers' tempo. The second was the problem with listening materials. Students 
faced barriers in listening comprehension because the dialog or monologue on the 
recording was too long. They needed time to think and rethink what they listened. The 
length of the recording had to be dealt with students' level.  

In his research, he offered drilling techniques to overcome those problems. His 
research found that the drilling technique improved students' listening 
comprehension in full features of micro skill types of listening comprehension. The 
features are recognition sentence pattern, referential info, recognition discourse 
marker, and recognition intonation pattern. The improvement of students' listening 
comprehension happened particularly in recognition intonation patterns (Putra, 2019). 
However, the drilling technique has a negative aspect. It takes more time, especially if 
the recording that students listen has a long duration and if the teacher is confused 
remembering in what minutes the recording should be repeated. The researchers 
above found the same problem that students face in listening comprehension, namely 
speed.  

Based on the teacher's experiences in the listening class, students always asked 
the teacher to repeat the recording many times when the teacher played the recording. 
Repeating the recording again and again with the same speed is still challenging for 
students. The class became not ineffective since one material took time because of the 
repeated recording. Students mostly understood the spoken word quickly when the 
teacher repeated it herself; the teacher pronounced the words slowly. Students often 
said that they could understand the recording if it was slow. They were confused about 
what the speaker said on the recording since he spoke too fast. They could not guess 
what words he spoke because the speaker linked the words he pronounced. It became 
unclear for the students. Considering it, what actually students faced in the listening 
class was that the speed of recoding. If this problem persists, students are not able to 
follow the class. Data from the pra-e-research of this study showed that students' mean 
scores were only 57 points for the previous listening test administered by the 
researcher. None of them reached the minimum standard score. It means that 
repeating recording often at the same speed or tempo did not help students improve 
their listening comprehension. Therefore, the teacher also acted as the researcher 
interested in using the audio speed changer application to mediate students with their 
barriers.    

Audio Speed Changer (ASC) is a tool to change the speed of audio or playback. 
In other words, it is an application that everyone can use to manage the audio or 
playback tempo as they need. They can change the audio from slower to fast 
frequency. Some people use it for vocal training, but it also can be used for language 
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learning (ASC, 2018). ASC supports various formats such as mp3 and mp4. It can be 
access through a website and an application on android. In order to help the teacher 
use this application practically in language classes, it is highly recommended for 
language teachers to download the application on their mobile phone through 'App 
Store' for iPhone or 'Play store' for android. If ASC has been available in language 
teachers' mobile phones, language teachers can flexibly adapt the audio speed based 
on the students' needs in a listening class. 

The way to use ASC is also straightforward. If teachers access it from the web, 
there are four steps that they need to follow. First, select the audio file. Second, select 
speed changing. Third, select the output format. The last is converting the file (ASC, 
2018). If teachers use it on iPhone or android, they can use it simpler. Teachers only 
need to click the ASC application and choose the audio file. After that, they can choose 
a percentage of the audio speed and play it. Teachers can easily change the percentage 
of audio speed without changing the actual speed of an audio file. If the students are 
at a low level, the speed should be set slower, but if the students are at up level, the 
speed may be set at 100% speed. It can accommodate students' needs from a different 
level. The usage procedure is also not complicated for teachers, reducing serious 
reasons that inhibit listening teaching. 

Following the phenomenon above, this study would like to solve students' 
listening problems in a listening class of STAIN Majene using Audio Speed Changer 
(ASC). This study aims to advance students' listening comprehension by using the 
Audio Speed Changer application in android. This study's results are expected to 
contribute to practical activities in language learning, especially in listening classes. 
For instance, teachers can help students to improve their listening comprehension 
by adjusting audio recording speed with students' levels in listening classes. 
Students also can learn listening courses independently through their mobile 
phones by only downloading the application of ASC. In addition, this study is 
expected to become a reference for other researchers to continue other research 
related to this study. 

2. Method 
This study applied Classroom Action Research (CAR) specific to the spiral 

model (Kemmis & Taggart, 1988). In this study, the lecturer acted as the researcher too. 
She researched in her classroom. Nevertheless, she also collaborated with other 
lecturers who helped her as observers. They observed the activities during the usage 
of the Audio Speed Changer application in the listening class. The issue of this study 
was a problem faced by students in the listening class. Repeating audio files for many 
times with the same speed is a former method that the lecturer used. That method did 
not work well in helping students to gain good comprehension in a listening class. By 
considering advantages offered by the Audio Speed Changer application, the 
researcher used this application as a new way to help students to overcome their 
obstacles in the listening class. The subject of this study was freshmen of Class B of 
English Education Program of STAIN Majene in the academic year 2019/2020. The 
class consisted of 28 students. 
 This Classroom Action Research was conducted in four phases for one cycle. 
The first phase was planning. In this phase, the researcher designed her lesson plan, 
teaching materials, and prepared teaching aids. The second phase was 
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implementation. In this phase, the researcher put her plans into actions. The researcher 
attempted to make the actions similar to the planning in the first phase, namely 
playing the recording at various speeds based on students' ability. The researchers 
increase the speed if the students can follow the previous speed. It continues until the 
students' ability reaches the ideal speed. The third phase was observation. In this 
phase, the observers took notes and checked the observation sheets to record activities 
which occurred during the class. Observers check-in what speed students can in with 
the recording. Because this study implemented Kemmis and Taggart model (Kemmis 
& Taggart, 1988), the second and the third phases were conducted at once. The 
researcher who implemented the planning worked at the same time as the observers 
who recorded the activities. The last phase was reflection. In this phase, the researcher 
evaluated the results of implementation and observation. Those phases are described 
in the figure 1. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Phases of Spiral Model by Kemmis and Taggart in CAR 

There were three kinds of instruments used in this research. Firstly was a 
listening test. It aimed to measure the number of points or students' scores. The test 
form was multiple choices consisted of 20 numbers. The test contained five listening 
skills, namely determining the main idea, inference, detailed information (both stated 
and unstated), suggestion or advice, and purpose of the talk. Secondly was the 
observation sheet. It was used to see or to notice: (1) in what speed of recording that 
students were able to follow the class every meeting; (2) the number of repetitions of 
the recording. Thirdly was interview question list. It meant finding a student's 
response about their learning progress after teaching listening skills by using audio 
speed changer application. 
 Criteria of success determined the number of cycles that were implemented. 
There were two success criteria: (1) students' mean score had to be higher than 75 
points in the last phase of a cycle; (2) there should be at least 80% of students who got 
at least 75 points for their final scores. When the students met those criteria, the 
implementation was categorized as successful. To classify students' score, the 
researcher developed criterion of interpretation score based on criterion of the score 
for standard minimum score "75" determined by Ministry of Education and Culture 
(Kementrian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 2017) as shown by table 1. 
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Table 1. Criterion of Interpretation Score 

Interval Score Category 

93-100 Very Good 

84-92 Good 

75-83 Enough 

66-74 Poor 

<65 Very Poor 

3. Findings and Discussion  
This research applied two cycles in orderly since the students' scores did not 

meet the two success criteria in the first cycle. Therefore, the second cycle is conducted. 
Because in the second cycle, the students' score had been meeting the criteria of success 
determined in this research, there was no more the third cycle as its sequence. Two 
cycles were enough to address students' problems in listening comprehension session 
by using ASC application. Those two cycles are described as follow: 

3.1. The First Cycle  
Considering the issue that learners encountered in listening class, in the first 

cycle, the researcher designed a lesson plan by choosing Audio Speed Changer 
(ASC) application as a media to help learners improve their listening 
comprehension. During the implementation, the teacher also acted as the researcher 
played the recording starting from 60% tempo until 100% per meeting. Based on 
the data in the observation sheet, students were able to catch the meaning of what 
they listened if the speed of the recording at about 60%-80%. It is because they could 
listen clearly to the words spoken by the native speakers on the recording. In that 
range of speed, they could answer questions delivered by the teacher based on the 
recording particularly about main idea, inference, suggestion or advice, and 
purpose of the talk. They could also find information from the recording, either 
stated or unstated information.  

However, once the speed of a recording at about 81% or 100%, they could not 
understand the main idea of the recording and determine inference, suggestion, 
details, and purposes of the talk. Their face expressed confusion after listening to a 
recording at that level of speed. It was unclear for them since it was too fast. They 
could not keep up with that level of speed. They were overwhelmed to determine what 
the main idea of the recording was. They asked the teacher to reduce the tempo by 
about 70% to 80% maximally. They could not listen while thinking simultaneously at 
90% to 100% speed of the recording. They needed more time to think after listening; 
therefore slower speed of the recording contributed to improving their comprehension 
of English spoken monologue or dialogue. In the final phase of cycle one, students 
were asked to answer 20 numbers of multiple-choice tests to measure students' 
progress. After calculated the answer sheet, the distribution of students' score is 
presented on table 2. 
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Table 2. Distribution of students’ Score in cycle I 

Frequency Percentage Interval Score Category 

0 0% 93-100 Very Good 

0 0% 84-92 Good 

3 10.71% 75-83 Enough 

15 53.58% 66-74 Poor 

10 35.71% <65 Very Poor 

Compared to the previous test data stated in the preliminary study, the 
students' mean score was improved from 57 points to 68 points. Students' mean scores 
increased 11 points. Nevertheless, the increase of students' scores still did not meet the 
criteria of success. Students' mean score has to be higher than 75, while in the first cycle 
students' mean score only 68. In addition, another criterion stated that at least 80% of 
students have to get at least 75 points. Based on table 2 above, only 10.71% students 
reached that criterion. It means that students still had difficulties with the recording 
speed, even though the level of the problem had been lower than before. They needed 
more practice to listen to the recording at 81% to 100% speed. One cycle is not enough 
to address the students' barriers. There has to be a sequential cycle to follow.  

In addition, based on the interview session in the reflection phase, NH stated 
that the slow tempo helped them understand English native sound recordings more 
easily. She added that she did not need to ask the teacher to replay the recording when 
the tempo was slowed since she listened clearly to what the speaker said on the 
recording. With a slow tempo, students find it very helpful to identify the words and 
the sentence structure spoken by the speaker to gain information from the speakers. 
When listening, noticing is necessary. Schmidt in Wong argues that noticing is a 
requirement of effective listening (Wong, 2015). When students notice, they have 
influenced the speed of input. It is very impactful for memory work. When their 
memory works, they can interpret the message delivered by native speakers. Hence, 
students do not need to replay the recording several times when they feel comfortable 
with that speed.  

NH also said that she still needed to try to listen to various speeds so that she 
did not only rely on the slow tempo or slow speed of played recording. Students still 
encounter speed rate problems. They still could not comprehend the recording when 
it was played at 100% speed of English native speaker version. The frequency of 
practices has to be increased to make them more familiar with that speed. It is relevant 
to what Putra said that frequency of listening practices enables students to adapt to 
native speakers' speed (Putra, 2019). The more they practice, the sooner they would 
become more proficient. It was implied that students needed additional cycles to 
improve their ability in English listening comprehension. For those reasons, the 
teacher planned the second cycle. 

3.2. The Second Cycle 
After determining to continue the first cycle, the researcher focuses on 

improving students' listening ability in listening to a recording which speed is around 
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81% to 100%. In the planning phase of cycle II, the researcher designed a lesson that 
emphasized playing the recording starting from 81% to 100% sequentially. In the 
implementation of each meeting, the students showed their progress. They were able 
to follow the played recording when the tempo was increased slowly. For instance, the 
researcher played a recording for part A with 81% speed. They could retell what they 
hear as well as answer the questions based on the recording. Then, the researcher 
increases the tempo to 83%, the students could still keep up with that tempo. Once the 
tempo jumped three times, the students were overwhelmed. It means that the students 
needed slow treatment. They needed more time in the process. Even their 
improvement increased slowly, but it showed progress. Audio Speed Changer 
application works.  

The data from observation sheet presented that students stayed focused on the 
recording when the speed was about 81-90. When the speed or tempo was increased 
to 91%-100%, most of them still grumbled. They tried to keep it up, but they needed to 
write several points of what they listen. Without it, they found difficulties. It indicated 
that they still needed efforts to listen to English native speakers in 100% tempo. They 
needed a lot of practice and habituation. The students could reach the progress for 
each meeting because they kept practice at home since they downloaded the ASC 
application on their mobile phone. It is the advantage of ASC application because it is 
easily accessible for students. They must not rely on their English teachers to play 
English recordings in a language laboratory. 

In the final phase of cycle II, the researcher gave a test to students. The recording 
of the test consisted of a short conversation (dialogue) and a short monologue. The 
numbers of questions that students had to answer were 20. After checking the 
student's answer, it was found on table 3:  

Table 3. Distribution of Students' Score in Cycle II 

Frequency Percentage Interval Score Category 

0 0 93-100 Very Good 

0 0 84-92 Good 

23 82.14 75-83 Enough 

5 17.86 66-74 Poor 

0 0 <65 Very Poor 

Table 3 showed that the percentage of students who reached scores in intervals 
75-83 increased from the first cycle. It increased by 71.43 points. In the first cycle, 
students' scores dominated in the poor category, but it reduced 35.32 points of its 
percentage in the second cycle. Students' scores in cycle II dominated in enough 
categories. In addition that None of students got very poor in cycle II. Students' mean 
score in cycle II was 75.51. Considering the criteria of success, cycle II has met it. The 
number of students who got score above 75 was 81.14%. It was more than the criteria 
of success. However, none of the students reached a score of more than 84. To gain 
better improvement, it is not obligated to conduct the third cycle, but it is 
recommended that the students keep practicing even not in the classroom. 
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When students are consistent with listening to English speakers' voices, they 
will be familiar with their normal speaking speed. Fast speech rate is a challenging 
factor in comprehending foreign language speech (Buck, 2001). Consistency of 
practicing while assisted by audio speed control application like ASC helps overcome 
the obstacles. The use of audio speed control applications is more effective than 
teachers who have to pronounce the contents of the recording at a slower tempo. When 
using audio speed control application, students also learn correct pronunciation from 
a native speaker. So, they are not bothered by new problems anymore. The usage of 
ASC in listening class offers a solution to meet students' needs. When students can 
only understand a recording in 70% of the speed, teachers should not play the 
recording at 100% speed. Playing a 100% speed rate recording several times does not 
help students with their problems because they cannot follow that speed rate. 

Students slowly need adaptation to the level of the recording. Therefore 
teachers have to design strategies to address students' problems. According to 
Gilakjani, listening activities are recommended under students' needs (Gilakjani & 
Sabouri, 2016). The presence of ASC application is very helpful for both teachers and 
students. They can set the speed based on the need very easily. When the students can 
follow the English native speaker recording only in 70% - 80% speed rate, they can set 
it in that level. Once the students' ability improves, the English teachers can increase 
the speed rate. The flexibility of Audio Speed Changer can overcome one challenging 
aspect in improving students' listening comprehension 

Comparing to what Putra found in his research, this research does not solve 
tempo speed problems in a listening class by relying only on drilling technique (Putra, 
2019). This research used media, namely ASC, to facilitate teachers and students to 
manage the recording speed based on students' ability. Managing the recording speed 
becomes important since repeating or drilling recording in a very vast tempo still 
makes the students difficult to follow the class. Meanwhile, setting the recording speed 
up by drilling it several times eases students to understand what the native speakers 
say in the recording. It, then, meets the target of listening comprehension. 

ASC is a kind of support for students who cannot follow the class because of 
tempo speed problems. Notion in Liu argues that supports for students to reach 
learning targets become a temporary bridge. When students improve themselves until 
they meet the targets, they may remove the bridge (Liu, 2016). ASC may not be used 
when students do not have any problems with fast tempo anymore in a listening class. 

4. Conclusion 
Listening skill in foreign languages is challenging. To listen native speakers, 

language learners and teachers have to put efforts in providing the learning sources. 
Language learners cannot listen to foreign language spoken by a native speaker in 
daily life easily. On few occasions, they are surrounded by listening learning resources, 
like in the classroom, music or video platform, etc. They are unfamiliar with the native 
English speaker's voices. Thus, when they listen to different sounds and accents from 
theirs and when a fast tempo or speed accompanies it, it is no wonder they are 
confused because they feel so strange about what they hear. 

One obstacle in the classroom is that the learners cannot clearly catch what 
native speakers say in the recording when it is played at normal speed. However, 
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when the teacher speaks it at a slow speed, they can understand it. They need a longer 
time to listen carefully to the vocabulary spoken by native speakers. After that, they 
also need more time to process the meaning of the word they hear. For those reasons, 
the teacher uses Audio Speed Changer (ASC) application to overcome the problem.  

ASC offers many advantages. ASC is an application that allows its users to set 
the speed based on the needs. This application is very suitable to use in a listening 
class. The speed is various. It is easy to use since it can be downloaded on students' 
android. The usage of ASC also supports autonomous learning in listening classes. 
Students can practice in any places and times. After teaching listening skills to students 
using it during two cycles, students show improvement in catching the meaning of 
what native speakers say in the recording. This application is recommended to use for 
foreign language learners to teach, including English teachers. In addition, students 
can take the initiative to use it themselves when facing problems in listening to foreign 
languages, particularly speed problem.   

Considering the results of the study above, there are several suggestions to 
offer. The first is that the students have to keep practicing using ASC to be familiar 
with fast tempo recording. The second is that the teachers continue to train students 
to follow the ideal tempo speed of native speakers. The last is that other researchers 
can use the results of this study to conduct further research, so that contributions to 
English language teaching can develop greatly. Lecturers or practitioners may also 
create listening materials with various levels of speed to enrich teaching materials for 
listening course.  
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